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Into the Deep Thomas Nelson Inc
Evidence of a violent crime in Bree’s basement causes police to
re-open a cold case. Can she and her search dog, Samson, stop the
killer before he strikes again? Bree Nicholls has made a name for
herself finding missing persons and solving mysteries in the
untamed wilderness of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula with her
faithful search-and-rescue dog, Samson. Yet she still doubts
herself, grieving the loss of her husband and longing for her
young son’s forgiveness. When a basement remodeling project at
her lighthouse home uncovers evidence from a case the Rock Harbor
police gave up on long ago, Bree’s family comes under attack.
Someone wants something from the house . . . or possibly someone.
Ranger Kade Matthews steps in to help, winning Bree’s friendship
and making real headway with her son, Davy. But there’s still a
killer somewhere in Rock Harbor. It will take everything Bree and
Samson can do to protect her family from the danger lurking
outside the lighthouse door. Full-length romantic suspense Can be
read as a standalone, but is also part of the Rock Harbor series
Book 1: Without a Trace Book 2: Beyond a Doubt Book 3: Into the
Deep Book 4: Cry in the Night Includes discussion questions for
book clubs
Haven of Swans Revell
When a serial arsonist known as The Fire Dancer strikes in the wilds of Arizona, Tess finds
herself fighting more than wildfires. Tess Masterson's parents died in a terrible barn fire.
The tragedy drover her to become one of the best smoke jumpers in the business. Though
she makes a living jumping out of planes into roaring wildfires, she's never found the
courage to face the wounds of her past--or to deal with the anger that flares whenever she
encounters Chase Huston. When a serial arsonist known as The Fire Dancer strikes near her
old homeplace in Arizona, Tess must examine her past. Can she confront her own demons
and put a stop to the terror that has the area in flames?
Without a Trace Harlequin
USA Today best-selling author Colleen Coble’s Rock Harbor series now available in one volume!
Without a Trace Bree thinks a plane crash took the lives of her husband and young son, but her son
Davy survived the accident. Can she find him before it’s too late? Beyond a Doubt Evidence of a
violent crime in Bree’s basement causes police to re-open a cold case. Can she and her K-9 search
dog, Samson, stop the killer before he strikes again? Into the Deep When Bree’s dog Samson goes
missing, it’s just the beginning of her life turning upside down. Cry in the Night Bree and Samson
discover a crying infant in the snowy Rock Harbor forest. But where are the baby’s parents? And
how did she get there? Silent Night As Christmas day nears, Bree and her faithful search-and-rescue
dog Samson follow the trail of a troubling mystery into the snowy forests of Rock Harbor.
Silent Night Penguin
With the help of a DNA test, Harper Taylor has finally located the family she’s always longed
for—but has it also put her in the crosshairs of a killer? Suspense, romance, and secrets meld in
this engrossing novel from USA TODAY bestselling author Colleen Coble. Harper Taylor is
used to being alone—after all, she grew up in one foster home after another. Oliver Jackson finally
took her under his wing when she was a runaway teenager, and now Harper pours her marine
biology knowledge into Oliver’s research as his business partner. But she’s never stopped
wishing for a family of her own. When a DNA test reveals a half sister living just two hours
away, Harper is shocked. She meets with Annabelle, whose story is strikingly similar to her own.
Is it just a coincidence that both of their mothers died tragically, without revealing their father’s
name? When Harper’s business partner is attacked, his son Ridge steps in to help. Ridge still
sees Harper as a troubled teen even all these years later, but he soon finds himself working with
her to uncover dangerous secrets that threaten to destroy them all. Ridge and Harper must
unravel her past before they can have any hope for the future. Harper’s childhood is
resurfacing—but will the truth save her or pull her under? Praise for Strands of Truth: “Colleen
Coble's latest book, Strands of Truth, grips you on page one with a heart-pounding opening and
doesn't let go until the last satisfying word. I love her skill in pulling the reader in with
believable, likable characters, interesting locations, and a mystery just waiting to be untangled.
Highly recommended.”—Carrie Stuart Parks, bestselling author of Relative Silence Stand-alone
romantic suspense Book length: approximately 95,000 words Includes discussion questions for
book clubs Also by Colleen Coble: One Little Lie, The View from Rainshadow Bay, The Inn at
Ocean’s Edge, and Without a Trace
Distant Echoes Thomas Nelson
In this middle-grade fiction novel based on Coble's bestselling Rock Harbor series for
adults, kids will enjoy the mixture of pets, adventure, suspense, and a mystery.
The Rescuer Thomas Nelson
"Crackles with an ominous electricity, pulling you inside the mind of a killer who is terrifyingly
twisted...terrifyingly real. The pages will race by as you read, but I guarantee your heart will race even
faster." -T.L. Hines, author of Waking Lazarus A beautiful woman stands by the side of the road,
barefoot and bleeding, a child in her arms. Someone just tried to kill her, but she wouldn't recognize
him if she saw his face. She doesn't even remember her own name. A suburban cop surveys a kitchen
in disarray--a woman and child missing, a chilling note. This crime scene is unlike any he has ever
seen. The man who calls himself Gideon waits and plans. He sees himself as a destroyer of evil, one
who rids the world of abominations. He has already killed five. He will kill again. And somewhere in the
wilderness, in a secret geocache near where the wild swans gather, lies the unspeakable clue that
links them all together. Michigan's rugged and beautiful Upper Peninsula is the setting for this

absorbing tale of love and loss, beauty and terror, grievous sins and second chances. A deftly woven
thriller from the popular author of the Rock Harbor novels.
Without a Trace/Beyond a Doubt Revell
Dee Henderson Is Back! Ann Silver is a cop's cop. As the Midwest Homicide Investigator, she is called
in to help local law enforcement on the worst of cases, looking for answers to murder. Hers is one of
the region's most trusted investigative positions. Paul Falcon is the FBI's top murder cop in the
Midwest. If the victim carried a federal badge or had a security clearance, odds are good Paul and his
team see the case file or work the murder. Their lives intersect when Ann arrives to pass a case off her
desk and onto his. A car wreck and a suspicious death offer a lead on a hired shooter he is tracking.
Paul isn't expecting to meet someone, the kind that goes on the personal side of the ledger, but Ann
Silver has his attention. The better he gets to know her, the more Paul realizes her job barely scratches
the surface of who she is. She knows spies and soldiers and U.S. Marshals, and has written books
about them. She is friends with the former Vice President. People with good reason to be cautious
about who they let into their lives deeply trust her. Paul wonders just what secrets Ann is keeping, until
she shows him the John Doe Killer case file, and he starts to realize just who this lady he is falling in
love with really is...
Fatal Judgment (Guardians of Justice Book #1) National Academies Press
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?"
and "Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a
correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique
novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
Anathema Thomas Nelson
Nothing seems beyond a doubt when Bree opens a cold-case file...with clues too close for comfort.
Arson. Theft. Murder. When Bree Nichols discovers a corpse in her own basement, a whirlwind
investigation usher an unbidden danger to all she holds dear. Wihout safe haven in her lighthouse
home-or in the arms of her new love-the young widow struggles to free her family from the tentacles of
an age-old crime that strikes at the heart of Rock Harbor.
Deceived (Private Justice Book #3) Thomas Nelson Inc
It feels like paradise, but deadly secrets lie beneath the waves off the coast of Kauai.
Sometimes Kaia Oana thinks her dolphins are more humane than humans. As a
mammal intelligence researcher, Kaia has learned a thing or two about the goodness
and intelligence of dolphins—and as a natural scientist in close proximity to weapons
developers, she’s learned a thing or two about humans as well. When a tourist
catamaran explodes off the coast of the Hawaiian island of Kauai, Kaia and her trained
dolphin, Nani, rush to aid the search and rescue effort. After hours of searching, an
exhausted Kaia is pulled from the water by Lieutenant Commander Jesse Matthews of
the U.S. Navy. Lieutenant Matthews is accustomed to following protocol—and a civilian-
dolphin rescue is not typical operating procedure. But when his colleagues ignore the
possibility that missile research had something to do with the sunken catamaran, Jesse
recruits Kaia and her dolphin to help him conduct his own investigation. The olive-
skinned mermaid had impressed him—in more ways than one. As their rogue
investigation takes them into the waters surrounding the sunken boat—and their personal
chemistry takes them into other uncharted territory—Kaia and Jesse discover that they
have become targets themselves. Someone doesn’t want them snooping around that
wreckage . . . someone desperate enough to kill.
Beneath Copper Falls Thomas Nelson
For Ingest Only - Data needs to be cleaned up for all products being loaded
Deadly Pursuit Barbour Publishing
When her grandmother’s will wrenches Sara back to her small hometown of Sweet
Bay, Alabama, she must face family secrets and difficult choices. In the South, family is
always more complicated than it seems. After her last remaining family member dies,
Sara Jenkins goes home to The Hideaway, her grandmother Mags’s ramshackle B&B
in Sweet Bay. She intends to quickly tie up loose ends then return to her busy life and
thriving antique shop in New Orleans. Instead, she learns Mags has willed The
Hideaway to her and charged her with renovating it—no small task considering her
grandmother’s best friends, a motley crew of senior citizens, still live there. Rather than
hurrying back to New Orleans, Sara stays in Sweet Bay and begins the biggest house-
rehabbing project of her career. Amid drywall dust, old memories, and a charming
contractor, she discovers that slipping back into life at The Hideaway is easier than she
expected. Then she discovers a box Mags left in the attic with clues to a life Sara never
imagined for her grandmother. With help from Mags’s friends, Sara begins to piece
together the mysterious life of bravery, passion, and choices that changed her
grandmother’s destiny in both marvelous and devastating ways. When an opportunistic
land developer threatens to seize The Hideaway, Sara is forced to make a choice—stay
in Sweet Bay and fight for the house and the people she’s grown to love or leave again
and return to her successful but solitary life in New Orleans Praise for The Hideaway:
“A story both powerful and enchanting: a don’t-miss novel in the greatest southern
traditions of storytelling.”—Patti Callahan Henry, New York Times bestselling author
“Two endearing heroines and their poignant storylines of love lost and found make this
the perfect book for an afternoon on the back porch with a glass of sweet tea.”—Karen
White, New York Times bestselling author USA TODAY and Amazon Charts bestseller
Full-length Southern Women’s Fiction Includes Discussion Questions for Book Clubs
Full Disclosure Tyndale House Publishers, Inc.
Kara Hendricks and Jordan Ferguson have been best friends since kindergarten. That is
until Jordan started hanging out with a new “cool” crowd and decided Kara was a
popularity liability. Devastated, Kara feels betrayed and abandoned by everyone—even
God. Yet for all the hurt and insecurity, these dark blue days contain a life-changing
secret. Kara has the chance to discover something about herself that she never knew
before. This first book in the teen fiction series TrueColors deals with self-worth, identity,
and loneliness. Includes discussion questions.
Without a Trace Thomas Nelson
Overwhelmed by the loss of his sister and by his work as a paramedic, Stephen O'Malley is still
happy to help his friend Meghan, and when her life is endangered, they find that faith may be
the only thing to get them both out alive.
Beyond a Doubt Thomas Nelson Publishers
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Danger in their midst Hide and Seek by Lynette Eason Erica James has spent the last three
years as a skiptracer, hoping one day it will lead to her kidnapped daughter. Now she has a
new suspect—P.I. Max Powell’s missing sister. Max has found evidence that connects the two
missing girls. Soon the two are drawn together as they search for answers. But the kidnapper
will stop at nothing to keep them from finding Erica’s daughter… Secret Agent Father by USA
TODAY bestselling author Laura Scott Although he’s never met the boy who arrives on his
doorstep, undercover DEA agent Alex McCade can’t deny that four-year-old Cody is his child.
Shelby Jacobson tells Alex that Cody is the only one who can identify his mother’s murderer.
So now the killer is after them both. With his newfound family in danger, Alex will do anything to
keep Cody—and Shelby—safely by his side. Previously published as Hide and Seek and Secret
Agent Father
The Mercy Falls Collection Thomas Nelson
Three-Time RITA Winner Invites Readers Back to the Captivating Coastal Town of Hope Harbor After
a devastating layoff, attorney Eric Nash heads back to the town where he grew up--only to discover
that his childhood home is being transformed into a bed & breakfast. Instead of plotting his next career
move in peace, he's constantly distracted by noise, chaos--and BJ Stevens, the attractive but prickly
blonde architect and construction chief who's invaded the house with her motley crew. As for BJ, her
client's son might be handsome, but after a disastrous romance, dating isn't high on her agenda. Yet
when they join forces to create a program for Hope Harbor seniors, might they also find healing, hope,
and a new beginning themselves? Three-time RITA Award winner Irene Hannon takes readers back to
Hope Harbor for a new season of charm, romance, and second chances.
Rock Harbor Search and Rescue Thomas Nelson
Hope Harbor police chief Lexie Graham has plenty on her plate raising her son alone and dealing with
a sudden rash of petty theft and vandalism in her coastal Oregon hometown. As a result, she has zero
time for extracurricular activities--including romance. Ex-con Adam Stone isn't looking for love
either--but how ironic is it that the first woman to catch his eye is a police chief? Yet wishing for things
that can never be is foolish. Nevertheless, when Lexie enlists Adam's help to keep a young man from
falling into a life of crime, sparks begin to fly. And as they work together, it soon becomes apparent that
God may have a different--and better--future planned for them than either could imagine. Lauded by
Library Journal as "a master at character development," Irene Hannon welcomes readers back to this
charming Oregon seaside village where hearts heal--and love blooms.
Too Close to Home Thomas Nelson
Bree Nicholls is close to solving a case, and someone is willing to commit murder to disrupt her
investigation. When Bree’s dog Samson goes missing, it’s just the beginning of her life turning upside-
down. Bree Nicholls and her K-9 search-and-rescue dog, Samson, recover missing persons around the
shores of beautiful Lake Michigan. Together they’ve become an unstoppable mystery-solving team.
When a man working at a new plant near Rock Harbor dies under suspicious circumstances, Bree’s
involvement in the investigation leads to an astonishing find—family she didn’t know she had. Then
Samson goes missing. As she tracks down her loyal dog, Bree finds that the mysterious murder and
dognapping are connected. The clues lead her to evidence buried deep in the wilderness of the Upper
Peninsula. Park Ranger Kade Matthews steps in with his expert knowledge of the deep woods.
Together, he and Bree must track down the killer—and find Samson before it’s too late. Full-length
romantic suspense Part of the Rock Harbor series Book 1: Without a Trace Book 2: Beyond a Doubt
Book 3: Into the Deep Book 4: Cry in the Night Includes discussion questions for book clubs
Dark Blue Tyndale House
A mysterious crying in the night leads a woman to an abandoned baby. Against objections from her
husband, she takes in the baby and every thing she thought she knew about her life is turned upside
down.
Revell
U.S. Marshal Jake Taylor has seen plenty of action during his years in law enforcement. But he'd
rather go back to Iraq than face his next assignment: protection detail for federal judge Liz Michaels.
His feelings toward Liz haven't warmed in the five years since she lost her husband--and Jake's best
friend--to possible suicide. How can Jake be expected to care for the coldhearted workaholic who
drove his friend to despair? As the danger mounts and Jake gets to know Liz better, his feelings slowly
start to change. When it becomes clear that an unknown enemy may want her dead, the stakes are
raised. Because now both her life--and his heart--are in mortal danger. Full of the suspense and
romance Irene Hannon's fans have come to love, Fatal Judgment is a thrilling story that will keep
readers turning the pages late into the night.
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